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ABOUT VA-REA

MISSION, 
VISION,
& GOALS

The Virginia Renewable Energy Alliance leverages the 
diverse interests and market knowledge of our members 
to find solutions that:

Identify and close the gaps to renewable energy 
development through collaboration on target 
initiatives;
Research and support best industry practices;
Serve as an authority and resource through public 
education; and
Generate policy analysis.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Andrew Grigsby

MEMBERSHIP COORDINATOR
Nicole Duimstra

APEX CLEAN ENERGY
Tyson Utt, Chair

TIMMONS GROUP

Rick Thomas, Vice 
Chair DOMINION ENERGY

Sarah Cosby, Secretary

CHRISTIAN & BARTON, 
LLP

Cliona Robb, Treasurer
MCGUIREWOODS 

CONSULTING

Preston Bryant
ANTARES GROUP

Kevin Comer

M&T BANK
Eric Heintz

EDP RENEWABLES
Kellen Ingalls

APPALACHIAN POWER
Ron Jefferson

JAMES MADISON 
UNIVERSITY

Jonathon Miles
FISHER ASSOCIATES

Christopher Smith

SECURE FUTURES LLC
Anthony Smith

OLD DOMINION 
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

Andrew Vehorn

STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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A LETTER FROM THE 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The ongoing expansion of renewable energy continued to be a top story in 2018, for 
Virginia as for the rest of the world. This is good news for jobs across the 
Commonwealth and for a cleaner and more resilient energy system.
 
As we explored in our two LEAD conferences in 2018, both policy and market forces 
are shaping the tremendous growth of renewable energy installations in Virginia. 
Consumer demand from all quarters continues to grow, so companies working in 
Virginia’s unique policy environment are responding with innovations in technology, 
finance, and business process. This innovative sprit is producing success stories 
across the Commonwealth. 
 
Virginia’s burgeoning solar market is drawing lots of attention. More than 11 GW of 
Virginia solar farm output is in the PJM queue, and behind-the-meter installations 
continue robust growth in line with the trend of the last few years. VA-REA members 
continued to lead Virginia’s renewable energy economic activity, playing lead roles in 
about 80% of 2018’s new solar capacity (at the end of Q3). For wind, a long-anticipated 
pilot project will be installed 27 miles off our coast. This 12 MW pilot installation will 
help pave the way for future offshore wind turbines as well as launch a new industry in 
the Hampton Roads area.
 
More broadly, the emerging clean energy economy is creating amazing opportunities 
as energy storage, big data, EVs, smart buildings, and other technologies offer 
synergies with renewables and expand the potential for solar, wind, and others to meet 
our energy demands.
 
The Virginia Renewable Energy Alliance as an organization also saw strong growth in 
2018 from all facets of the renewable energy industry. Together, we are able to do 
more, and we are dedicated to providing increased interconnectivity between 
renewable energy stakeholders in the year to come.  

This early, plan how you will 
manage changes to the project 

scope, budget, or schedule with a 
change management plan. This 

ensures that any proposed.
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My best,
Andrew
 
 
 
andrew.grigsby@va-rea.org
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VA-REA continued to grow in numerous capacities through 2018.

ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH

Overall membership increased 36%, from 36 to 49 members. 
VA-REA hosted two successful Leadership in Energy Advancement and Development (LEAD) 
series conferences, and two LEAD conferences are planned for 2019.
We began collaborating with James Madison University’s Office for the Advancement of 
Sustainable Energy to provide new services to members and to augment VA-REA's organizational 
capability. 
VA-REA initiated a partnership with 4 other peer organizations to plan and host the first Virginia 
Clean Energy Conference in 2019.

36%
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Growth in VA-
REA members
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2018 EVENTS
VA-REA’s 2018 Leadership in Energy Advancement and Development (LEAD) public education 
strategy sought to explain the various forces driving Virginia’s renewable energy boom - from 
government policy at all levels, to market demand, to technological changes. As always, we gathered 
noted experts to share their thoughts, engage in detailed conversation, and take audience questions. 
Our signature benefit continues to be an opportunity for constructive dialogue among the diverse 
members and stakeholders that our events host. More than 150 attendees participated in these two 
conferences to learn more about the issues while connecting with renewable energy colleagues.
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Keynote speaker, Deputy Secretary of 
Commerce and Labor Angela Navarro, 
also spoke to GTSA as well as the 
newly-installed Northam 
Administration's energy priorities.
 
The day’s second panel addressed 
local issues, particularly the best 
practices that should enable new 
renewable energy facilities become 
welcome neighbors in Virginia. With 
speakers representing solar and wind 
developers, environmental advocates, 
and local government, the audience 
learned about challenges and issues 
from various perspectives.

LEAD #1 – Policy 
Drivers of Renewables 
in Virginia
On April 26, VA-REA presented its first 
LEAD-Series forum of 2018 in Richmond 
at the offices of McGuireWoods 
Consulting. 
 
The Grid Transformation and Security 
Act (GTSA or SB966) was the primary 
topic of discussion, and our morning 
panel of legal experts, utility, and 
administration staff sought to explain 
the results of that legislation - including 
how some of the details would be 
worked out in the regulatory process. 

LEAD 1 Morning Panel:
 
(Left to Right) 
John Warren, DMME
Bill Murray, Dominion Energy
Will Cleveland, SELC
Will Reisinger, GreeneHurlocker
Cliona Robb, Christian & Barton
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On September 21st, 2018 VA-REA hosted 
the second LEAD series forum of 2018 at 
James Madison University in 
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
 
With rapid development of renewables on 
the grid in Virginia within the first half of 
2018, speakers took a deep dive into the 
sectors of the market which are driving 
this growth.  In the morning panel, we 
heard from utility, corporate, and 
institutional buyers of Virginia renewables 
to better understand who is buying 
renewables in Virginia and why.  

The afternoon New Technology 
Roundtable discussed how innovation is 
increasing renewables’ potential on the 
grid.  This included discussion of 
microgrids, energy storage, distributed 
generation, and smart grid plans for 
Virginia.  The panel including 
perspectives from electric utility 
providers, renewable energy developers, 
and technology companies.
 
Chris Bast, Deputy Director of the 
Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality, delivered the keynote 
presentation discussing climate change 
and renewable energy’s role in Virginia’s 
response to this increasing threat to the 
Commonwealth.
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LEAD #2 - Market 
Drivers of Renewables 
in Virginia

The morning panel included Scott 
Blankenship of Carilion New River 
Valley Medical Center (left) and 
Jay Carlis of Community Energy 
(right), who discussed purchasing of 
renewable from a customers' 
perspective.

Sarah Cosby, Dominion 
Energy's Public Policy 
Projects Manager, addressed 
the crowd as the event's 
Anchor Sponsor.



Annual Members 
Meeting
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On December 13th, 2018 VA-REA hosted 
the Annual Members Meeting at 
McGuireWoods in downtown Richmond, VA.
 
VA-REA’s premier networking event 
included 70 guests, members and 
nonmembers alike, ranging from renewable 
energy developer CEOs to students looking 
to connect with potential employers. 
 
Stakeholders in renewable energy traveled 
from all over Virginia to come together and 
discuss business, policy, and partnerships.
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Thank you to our 2018 event sponsors!

Webinars

Our new education program in 2018 was the 
presentation of quarterly, members-only 
webinars focused on timely issues. Speakers 
addressed the 2017 federal tax overhaul and 
its effects on the renewable energy industry, 
recent tariffs on imported raw materials and 
products, the grid interconnection request 
process, and Virginia’s IOUs’ plans for 
meeting the renewable energy goals in GTSA. 
 
Audiences enjoyed presentations from and 
dialogue with extraordinary speakers from 
M&T Bank, McGuireWoods, Dominion Energy, 
and Appalachian Power.



2018 VIRGINIA RENEWABLE 
ENERGY LEADERSHIP 
AWARD

Congratulations to George Hagerman!
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George Hagerman (pictured above) 
is a Senior Project Scientist for the 

Center for Coastal Physical 
Oceanography at Old Dominion 

University

“George Hagerman is one of the few people who has been 
involved with the Coastal Offshore Wind project all the way from 
the idea stage to its current stage of implementation,” VA-REA’s 
Chairman, Tyson Utt, remarked at the Annual Members Meeting.

VA-REA announced George Hagerman, a 
Senior Project Scientist for the Center for 
Coastal Physical Oceanography at Old 
Dominion University, as the recipient of 
the 2018 Virginia Renewable Energy 
Leadership Award at the Annual Members 
Meeting.  George was recognized for his 
decades of work developing offshore wind 
energy in Virginia through research at 
Virginia Tech and Old Dominion University, 
as well his plans to provide courses and 
workforce development for offshore wind 
development at Old Dominion University 
for students next fall.
 
Hagerman has several decades of 
experience with ocean renewable energy 
including offshore wind, wave, tidal 
current and ocean thermal power 
production.  He has been involved with the 
The Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind 
project since the idea was first introduced, 
which will be developed by Dominion 
Energy and built by Danish company 
Orsted Energy, will be the first of its kind 
in the state.
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT
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Senate Bill 966 - The Grid Transformation and 
Security Act: Key Points

“Backed by a bipartisan group of legislators and the Governor, the proposed act 
would give the Commonwealth and its utilities new and valuable tools to 
strengthen the system and improve its reliability to meet today’s rigorous 
expectations." - Bobbie Kilberg, Northern Virginia Technology Council

1 5,000 MW of utility-owned solar and wind resources declared in the public interest;

2 500 MW of distributed solar resources less than 1 MW in size declared in the public 
interest;

3
Establishes cost-recovery structures for investments in distributed energy resources 
and grid modernization;

Returns over $1 billion to customers over the next eight years, to include a $200 
million direct refund over the next two years and full pass-through of utility 
savings from federal tax changes; 

Removes the rate freeze of 2015 and re-establishes oversight of base rates and 
triennial reviews to the State Corporation Commission (SCC); and

Mandates grid hardening investments for reduced power outages and faster 
power restoration time.

4

6

7

5

Simulation of Apex Clean Energy's Rocky Forge Wind Project

$1.1 billion over ten years invested in energy efficiency programs by investor-
owned utilities;
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“The clean energy sector has the power to create new business opportunities, expand 
customer access to renewable energy and spark the high-demand jobs of the 21st 
century.”    – Governor Northam, in The Daily Press

1

2
Supports the development of Dominion Energy’s 12 MW offshore wind turbine 
demonstration project - leading to 2,000 MW of offshore wind energy by 2028;

3
Recommends the expansion of corporate clean energy offerings besides the new 
Schedule RF, to include options for aggregation of accounts across multiple sites;

4

Governor's Energy Plan: Key Points

5

6

Seeks 3,000 MW of utility-scale solar and wind resources deployed by 2022; 

Sets targets from Virginia’s state agencies that include a 16% renewable 
procurement target and a 20% energy efficiency target by 2022;

Recommends raising caps on third-party power purchase agreements (PPAs) 
and making PPAs available in all Virginia service territories. 

7

Governor Ralph Northam (middle) "flips the switch" for Carilion New 
River Valley Medical Center's 1.3 MW single-axis tracking solar array, 

developed by VA-REA member Secure Futures.

Supports comprehensive analyses of distributed energy resources, especially as 
part of distribution system planning in the IRP process; 

Recommends raising the state's 1% cap on net-metered systems to 5% (as 
a percentage of each distribution company's peak load); and



Out of the 3.4 million advanced energy jobs in the United States, Virginia employs 97,700 and 
delivered approximately 5% job growth in the industry in 2018. The trade group Advanced Energy 
Economy breaks down these jobs among  5 categories:
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According to Advanced Energy Economy's census, Virginia now 
employs 97,700 workers among a variety of advanced energy jobs. 
Learn more at https://info.aee.net/advanced-energy-jobs-for-virgina.

WORKFORCE 
DEVELOPMENT
Advanced energy jobs in Virginia reach 97,700 
in 2018

76,600 jobs in energy efficiency,
11,800 jobs  in advanced electricity generation,
2,700 jobs in advanced grid and energy storage,
4,700 jobs in advanced vehicles, and
1,900 in advanced fuels.
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The Department of Mines, Minerals, and Energy (DMME) found that, in 2017, some 320 MW of 
new solar power came on-line in Virginia, more than 75% of that in the last quarter of 2017. 
Deployments in 2018 saw a marked downturn in utility scale solar but continued growth in 
residential and commercial scale solar - with some 65 MW of new solar producing power by the 
end of the third quarter (more than 50 MW of which came from VA-REA members) according to 
DMME data. 
 
The graphs below produced by the  Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) demonstrate how 
Virginia's per year installation rate saw its first downturn in growth in 2018, even when including 
a majority of 2018 solar being installed in the last quarter of the year (as estimated by SEIA).
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SOLAR DEVELOPMENT

In comparison, the overall US solar industry saw slight growth in installed MW from 2017.  It 
appears that the national peak in 2016 was duplicated in Virginia a year later in 2017. This 
suggests that Virginia is a year behind the national trend  for solar installation but should 
continue to follow the national trend in solar installations in the years to come.

More Virginia solar data from SEIA can be found at https://www.seia.org/state-solar-policy/virginia-solar
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While project 
completion slowed 
in 2018, the amount 
of solar 
installations “under 
development” and 
in the PJM queue 
continue to grow in 
line with historic 
trends. These data 
from DMME, which 
include currently 
developing projects 
and permit 
applications, tell 
the broader story.

As demonstrated 
by the DMME 
graph (left), 
distributed, or net-
metered, solar saw 
steady growth in 
Virginia through 
Q3 of 2018, with 
an additional 13.2 
MW installed over 
588 new sites.

Overall, Virginia currently ranks 17th nationally for the amount of installed solar. SEIA estimates 
another 2,470 MW will be installed over the next five years, increasing Virginia's national rank to 
8th in the nation in 2024.

71,330 homes powered by solar
1.14% of Virginia's electricity comes from 
solar
3,565 Virginia jobs in solar
255 solar companies in the state
$827.05 Million invested in solar

BY THE 
NUMBERS:

Projected Solar Growth in Virginia

For more DMME solar data, contact dmmeinfo@dmme.virginia.gov

M
eg
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WIND DEVELOPMENT
According to the JMU Center for Wind Energy Wind Resource Assessment, there is 
potential for up to 2,000 MW of utility-scale onshore wind and up to 89,000 MW of offshore 
wind.  Currently, less than 500 KW of wind energy is operational in Virginia.  While not yet 
deployed, the approved Rocky Forge

Offshore wind energy reached a major 
milestone in 2018 through Dominion 
Energy's partnership with Danish wind 
developer, Ørsted Energy, to build two 6 
MW test turbines 27 miles off the coast 
of Virginia Beach in federal waters 
leased by the Virginia Department of 
Mines, Minerals and Energy.

The project contributes to Dominion's 
commitment to have 3,000 megawatts 
of renewable energy in operation or 
under development by 2022 as stated in 
the Grid Transformation and Security 
Act.

"Virginia is fortunate to have 
both strong wind resources in 
southwest Virginia and offshore 
as well as strong solar resources 
in southside Virginia and the 
tidewater region. Wind generates 
more energy in the winter and at 
night, and solar generates more 
in the summer and during the 
day. The two compliment each 
other and could bring much more 
resiliency to the Commonwealth’s 
grid."

Tyson Utt, Apex Clean Energy's Vice 
President of Development and VA-
REA Chairman

Wind Project could be Virginia's first 
utility-scale onshore wind project, 
bringing an additional 75 MW of clean 
energy production capacity to the grid.

Construction on the two wind turbines 
will begin in 2019. They will serve as an 
important pilot project for an additional 
2,000 MW of wind power in the adjacent 
112,000 acre wind energy lease area in 
the future.

SOLAR + 
WIND = 

24/7/365 
ENERGY

The graph below shows how adding Virginia-based wind generation to Virginia's existing solar 
infrastructure can fulfill Virginia's energy needs, as the two resources each maximize production 
at complimentary times.
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www.va-rea.org


